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ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
MIICL Of SECitfi/JY

Before the Administrative Judges: 00CKlliggi6(vlCI.
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Dr. Richard F. Cole
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)
In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-44S-OL

) 50-444-OL
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY ) I
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, ET AL. ) .

) |
(Seabrook 6tation, Units 1 and 2) ) Way 29, 1990 i

)

MEMORANDUM OF INTERVENORS IN RESPONSE
TO LICENSING BOARD ORDER OF MAY 4. 1990

Intervenors, New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution

("NECNP") and the Massachusetts Attorney General (" Mass AG")

submit this memorandum in response to the Board's May 4, 1990

Notice of Prehearing Conference. In that Notice the Board

ordered each party to provide:

their respective advice on how the issues should
be resolved and how that party intends to
participate in the resolution of the issues. Any
memorandum shall address the Licensing Board's
Memorandum and Order of May 3, 1990 (LBP-90-12).

Notice at 2. The issues remaining before this. Board at the

present time ares

(1) time estimates for preparing non-ambulatory patients
L and advanced life support systems in the Seabrook emergency

planning zone for evacuation and (2) shelter for visitors

| to the Seabrook area beaches when, in the face of a
prognosis of decreasing ability to mitigate a radiologicalr

l emergency at the Seabrook Station, evacuation of beach
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visitors is not possible because of physical impediments to
evacuation such as weather and highway conditions.

|

,

:

Notice at 1-2.
- .

Intervenors adviso as followst ,

1. This Board has no jurisdiction at this time to proceed
with these issues. Indeed, before the Court of Appeals in

;
,

Docket No. 90-1132 is a motion to enjoin further such ,

trial-level process. This Pocrd should postpone the precently
scheduled pre-henring confurance until such time os thts court '

has ruled on this pending motion. ;

2 ,. As to the ALS instes

a. This is the sacond time this Bocrd has solicited
Intervonors' views on how this issue should be resolved and '

what role they would play in resolving it. In their first

response, filed on February 1, Intervenors submitted as an

attachment pages 48-56 of Intervenors' December 1 Supplemental |

Motion (Exhibit 1 to Intervenors' February 1 Response to this
Board's January 11 Order.) This Board's discussion of this

issue in LBP-90-12 does not discuss or even reference this
Intervenor input. Instead, the Board (at 14-23) provides an

etiology of the remanded issue purporting to establish that

this issue has sprung full-blown, as it were, out of the
appellate process. Whatever solace may be found in an

,

historical reconstruction of this issue, the fact remains that

this Board's analysis in LBP-89-33 is deeply flawed and that

LBP-90-12 to whatever extent it relies on that earlier analysis
I-
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is likewise flawed. For this reason, Intervenors here repeat
i

their December 1 analysis.

Upon review of the arrangements in the NHRERP for the
1

evacuation of special facilities, the Appeal Board noted that ]

the ETEs for special facilities may have been underestimated
.

I

because of a failure to include in the ETE the time it takes to |

move an advanced life support ("ALS") patient from a bed to a i

stretcher adjacent to the bed (" preparation time"). This ;

process cannot be begun before the arrival of the evacuation l
i

vehicj.e and it may add an additional 28 to 60 minutes per
patient to the total ETE for the facility.1/ ALA B -9 2 4 , 30

NRC 331, 351. Not only did Intervenors' witness Pilot testify
'

that this preparation could not be begun before the evacuation i

vehicle arrived, but contrary to the statement of this Board in

LBP-88-32 at 28 NRC at 699, the NHRERP also states that
,

patients are assembled gg and not before the evacuation
,

vehicles arrive. ALAB-924, at 351 n.69. The Appeal Board,

noting that increased evacuation times for special facilities
:

close-in to the reactor effect the relative efficacy of
,

1/ Assuming staf fing was sufficient to permit each ALS patient
to be shifted from bed to stretcher simultsneously and that all

'

ambulances for these patients arrived at a special facility at
| the same time, the total additional time would be between 28
'

and 60 minutes for any one facility. If either of these
assumptions could not be made (as seems obvious) the increase *

in the ETE for a particular facility would be a function of the
staffing available, the number of patients and the arrival
times of the ambulances. Obviously, these increases could be,

! substantial.
L -3-
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sheltering as compared to evacuation, remanded the matter tot

the Board for resolution. The Board also stated: !

Correction of the preparation time omission suggested by
the Licensing Board's statement also will ensure that
special facility planning conforms to the guidance of
NUREG-0654 that evacuation time "(e)stimates for special '

facilities shall be made with consideration for the means
of mobilization of equipment and manpower to aid in.
evacuation" and that "[e]ach special facility shall be
treated on an individual basis." NUREG-0654, App. 4, at
4-9 to 4-10.

\
b ALAB-924 at 352 n.71.2/

t,

. This Board began its analysis by setting forth the total '

b
generic ETE used in the NHRERP for special facilities 3.30

'

hours composed of

Mobilizatica time: .33 hours
Inbound Travelt 90/50 4 .50 2.30
Loading Passengers _212 ,

3.30 hours
|

LBP-89-33, 30 NRC 656, 668 citina N;RERP, vol. 6 at 11-26.

Next, the Board compares this estimate of loading time (.67

hours = 40.2 minutes) with the average preparation time

estimated by Ms. Pilot (28 + 60 minutes /2 = 44 minutes), and

finds that the Pilot estimate and the assumptions in the NHRERP

do not " deviate in any significant way" and that an " increase

2/ The NHRERP provides no particularized ETEs for the special
.facilities on the grounds that no special facility ETE is

longer than the overall ETE for the EPZ. Obviously, if the
N!!RERP has underestimated the special facility ETEs by a
substantial amount that varies from facility to facility for
the reasons set forth in the preceding footnote, then the
NHRERP has not complied with governing regulations. Indeed, in
reality,_the plan may call for an evacuation of a facility
whose dose minimizing action would be sheltering.

-4-
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of four minutes in.the ETE would not affect the choice" of a

( PAR for the ALS patient population as a whole. Id. at 669.

L It is wrongheaded to compare the orecaration time which

Pilot estimated at 44 minutes on average car natient with the

loadina time oer facility. The whole point of Pilot's

testimony and the Appeal Board's remand in this regard was that

hafore an ALS patient could be loaded at a facility preparation

time was necessary and this preparation could uni begin until

F the evacuation vehicle arrived. Thus, pilot's 44 minutes par
s

n/Jtignt would have to be added to the NHREEP's estinste of 40.1

minutes of loading time PRI 10E dity un long as the preparetion -

|>

could not buqin until the evacuation vehicles arrived.

Next, the Board proceeded as follows: 1) the Board
outlined notification and mobilization procedures for EMS

vehicles and the special facilities and found a margin of extra

time there in which to perform Pilot's preparatory tasks; and j
|

'

2) the Board asserted that the NHRERP can be amended

post-licensing under the oversight of the Staff tot

provide instructions to the staff of special
facilities to prepare ALS patients for
transportation at the order to evacuate.

1

Id. at 670.

Turning first to the mobilization procedures for the EMS

vehicles, the Board accurately states that these vehicles would

be notified and possibly mobilized at an Alert. Id. at 669.

If mobilized at Alert (obviously before an order to evacuate

would issue) they travel from their point of origin to the

State Transportation Staging Areas (TSAs). Id. Later when the -

-5-
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order to evacuate is given these vehicles' travel from the State
,

TSAs to the Local TSAs 1n the communities and=from there to the
~

-individual" facilities. As set out above, this 2-staged transit |

process for these' vehicles is reflected in the NHRERP at vol. 6~

-at 11-26 in.two separate estimates of " inbound travel time":
.,

, . .
.

:1) 90 miles at 50 mph = 1.8 hours (travel time from point of
origin to State TSA) and 2) .50 hours which equals the time on
average for traveling from the State TSA to the-local TSA to :

the special facility. (ERA Vol 6, 11-19 to 11-20). Thus,

because the staffs of the facilities are told when the order to
i

evacuate is given and because, assumina the vehicles have

already arrived at the State TEA, it is estimated that the '

vehicles will travel from there to the individual facilities'in
about 30 minutes, the Board believes that this 30 minutes

provides an extra margin of time within which ALS
patients can be' readied for evacuation -- a
margin of time beyond that assumed as loading
time for those patients.

Id. at 669. Thus, because the Board. believes this extra time

exists, the remanded issue appeared to be resolvable by simply

requiring an amendment instructing the staff of the special
facilities to begin preparation upon the order to evacuate.

On closer review, such a solution would be an egregious

error and reflects again this Board's incomprehension of the

. remanded issue. First, assumina the planners knew that all

necessary' vehicles would arrive at each facility 30 minutes
i

after the staffs were told to begin the preparation of their

patients, the point made by Ms. Pilot and noted by the Appeal>

i -6-
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|/ Board'was that gash natient would require 28 to 60 minutes to-

L7 ' complete the preparation prior to loading. Since there'are no,

-;

} ' individual.ETEs for each special facility reflecting "the means
1,M

L of mobilization of equipment.and manpower to aid in evacuation"-

(ALAB-924 at 352 n.71 citina NUREG 0654) there is no basis for
iassuming that within that 30 minutes even 1 patient will'be;

ready to begin the loading process when the EMS vehicles "

.

arrive. ~Ms. Pilot estimated _the process to take 28-60 minutes

per patient and without knowing "on an-individual basis" how !

many patients can be prepared simultaneousiv the impact of this

additional process on the ETE for any one facility could be-
very great'.2/ f

i

L But more fundamentally, the Board misconceives the ETE
'

scheme it cites, and indeed Dg extra 22 minutes in available gi
i

All! If the-emergency is slower-paced and permits a two-staged
mobilization of the EMS vehicles,-then it is clear that at the

point at which a decision comparing evacuation to sheltering

for the special facilities is made, the appropriate ETE has

nothing to do with the one cited by the Board and set out

above, i.e. 3.30 hours. That estimate includes a 2.5 hour

a

J

!

-1/ For example, assume five ALS patients at a facility each of
which takes 45 minutes to prepare and available staffing
permits preparation of only 1 patient at a time. The total
preparation time for this facility would be 3 hours 45 minutes

,

and even if this process began 30 minutes early (the purported
extra time the Board believes it has found) the total
additional evacuation time would be over 3 hours, a significant
amount and one having an impact on any determination whether
this facility should evacuate or shelter.

1

-7-
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mobilization and travel time which would already have taken
place before the protective action decision would have to be

p 'made. ; In this: situation,.the much lower transit time for the

EMS. vehicles (.50 hours to travel from State TSA to Local TSA,

to facilities) would greatly reduce the special facility ETEs
and indeed counterbalance (in whole or in part) the omission of

a

any preparation time in the ETE calculation.S/ Thus, the

extra margin of time is available only when it is n2t needed.
,

Assuming instead the very type of emergency-for which the ETE '

,

calculation set out at Vol.-6, 11-26'was designed (in which the-
-

.

EMS vehicle upon the order to evacuate must first mobilize and-

then travel to the. State TSA, the Local TSA and finally the
" facility) it is obvious that it would be an unmitigated

disaster to amend the NHRERP and instruct the staff to begin
the preparation time upon the order to evacuate when the

evacuation vehicles will arrive over a very long and uncertain

period of time up to 2.63 hours after that same order. It is

obviously this point that led the planners to quite reasonably
instruct the staff to begin preparations as and Dgt before the i

0
'

|' evacuation vehicles arrive. Thus, in precisely those emergency
L situations in-which the omission of any preparation time will

L
l

L

|

|; A/- The NHRERP is contradictory on this point. At Vol. 6, .'

11-21 " loading time" for special facilities is defined to
include the travel time from the local TSA to the facility.

L But at 11-26 the inbound travel time calculation includes .50
hours which as is clear from 11-20 includes trips both from-
State TSA to Local TSA and from Local TSA to facility. The

L antlysis above assumes the " loading time" estimate reflects
only activities at the facility and no travel time from Locali

TSA to the facility.

-8-
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~ 15 most affect the special facility ETEs (because-the mobilization '

1

| time for the vehicles will be longest) there is absolutely no
extra time before vehicle arrival to begin preparation, and

:indeed the uncertain and varied arrival times of the evacuation s

vehicles demand that preparations be begun only upon arrival '

and Dgt at the order to evacuate. i

Thus, this remanded issue requires additional planning to
'' determine the total preparation time per facility and then to

calculate for each facility an appropriate ETE to determine if [-

t
;and when certain facilities should be sheltered when others ~

should be evacuated. These plan changes are complex and

' involve no small amount of' judgment and, therefore, resolution
of this remanded issun |res further adversary proceedings.v

,

b. As to t>,c issues" set out at 23 of LBp-90-12

these open and unresolveu matters should be resolved in keeping
with NRC practice and regulations. The State of New Hampshire,

ably assisted as always by the Applicants, should prepare ,

,

planning-documents which address these "subissues." After
,

review Intervenors should be given an opportunity to contest

the " adequacy" of,these plan changes in whatever manner is

appropriate, including testimonial presentations. Throughout,

the burden of proof on these open issues remains, as always'in
NRC proceedings, on the Applicants.

4. As to the sheltering issue:
;

-9-
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a.- What remains at this time before this Board is
sheltering the general beach population / under conditionE

(2): when evacuation constraints make sheltering relatively (,

. superior (although absolutely poor and " inadequate") to
evacuation.'

b. First, under oath and subiect to
i

cross-examination, State officials -- including those who
;

testified on these matters-in the last' phase of hearings -- s

I

should make clear whether the " general beach population" will

be sheltered or evacuated under condition (2). If they do not [

intend _to' shelter this population they should explain:

(1) Why they are not recommending the protective >

action that minimizes doses.
1

(2) .If they believe that " evacuation"Lis

dose-savings superior to sheltering even when evacuation

constraints make evacuation impossible-(assuming this

proposition can be rationally entertained at all) they should *

explain on what basis they believe " evacuation" in these

circumstances is superior.

,

1/ This group has become semantically elusive. During the
1987-88 hearings and in LBP-88-32 it was called the "98%." Now
the concept has been unmoored and is just drifting in an
adjudicatory sea of uncertainty. Intervenors refer by the

. phrase " general beach population" to those at T1 who are
i physically-on the beach -- whatever their' geographic and

temporal point of origin. In the May 3 Notice this Board uses
the phrase " visitors to the Seabrook area beaches" which is
imprecise as to geographic and temporal origin as well'as
location at T '1

-10- <
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(3) They should explain what the phrase
,

i

" evacuation constraints"-includes and.does not-include. In

this regard Intervenors repeat what they stated in their |

February 12 Reply to Applicants' Response to Licensing Board
Order of January 11, 1980 at 8-9:

Condition (2) is not: limited in the way Applicants now

assert. Attached as Exhibit l' hereto is Attachment C to
Appendix U to Vol. 4A of the NHRERP which sets forth the local '

conditions which are evaluated by decision makers pursuant to

Appendix U step IV. B.4 (General Emergency) cited by the
s

Applicants-at 10 of their February 1 Response. (Although dated

2/88 Exhibit 1 was-current and part of the October 1988

update.) obviously, local condition b. (" population density

and distribution") could well signify that large beach

populations'without more, are a-local condition which is

- considered a constraint on evacuation thereby resulting irt a 4

sheltering PAR. (Attached as Exhibit 2 is the correspondjng

- portion of Revision 3 of the NHRERP dated February, 1990.)5/ i

.

| 5/ Intervenors note that in the February 1990 revision of'the
! - NHRERP at Vol. 8 there is repeated ambiguity concerning the use
L of sheltering for the general beach population under Condition

(2); i.e., evacuation constraints. At 96.1, Section 8 (at
6.1-8), it is clear that (just as in the october 1988
iteration) sheltering is considered for the beach areas if the,

- constraints (as identified at 56.4, Exhibit 2 here) on
' evacuation exist. But at 56.10 (" Protective Action for

Seasonal Beach Populations") at Section 4 (at 6.10-3 to 6.10-4)
| it is D21 clear that sheltering is considered even if the

evacuation constraints as set out at 96.4 exist.
-11-
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-(4) If, after all, the plan does call for

sheltering, then a sheltering plan sufficient-in scope and,,

range to meet the regulatory requirements should be prepared,

and after review Intervenors should be given an opportunity to
contest the " adequacy" of this plan in whatever manner is

appropriate, including testimonial presentations. Again, the
.,

burden of proof should remain on the Applicants,

l'

Respectfully submitted,.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

NEW ENGLAND COALITION ON JAMES M. SHANNON
NUCLEAR POWER ATTORNEY GENERAL

, -

^4 A M !O _-

Dfin's Curran, Esq.' F ' ohn Traficchte l'

Harmon, curran, &.Towsley 9hief, Nuclear Safety Unit !

Suite 430 Department of the Attorney General. i

2001 S Street,EN.W. One Ashburton Place
,

Washington, DC 20008 Boston, MA 02108 i

(202) 328-3500 (617) 727-2200

L DATED: May.29, 1990
l
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ATTACHMENT C '

EMERGENCY ORGANIZAttCN STATUS AND LOCAL cnNDIT!0NS
,

A. Rennense
Status of the State and Town'Emerrenryyn -v

creantrattons
e

1.
The protective detion decision must

of state and town emergency personnel and resourcestake into consideration the statusvi',
~

.

the protective action announcements to'the p blana-the t1stng of~

u ic.
'

2.
Of particular importance.to precautionary actio
is the status of the State Police and local polins for the :eacn areas

-ano access. controls. to laplement traffic st:e
!

0.
St.itus considerottons include:
4. .- n

l' Availability or personnei
b.

Time required for mobilization

Degree to which mobilization has prngressed
c,

! ,

):
,

d.
Ilme required for taplementation of emergency acti

onsB. Local Conditions
--

1

1.

Local conditions within an affected area may constra
action decisions and their implementation,

in protective
r

! -t
2. t

Local conditions should be reported to decision ankers
personnel through the IF0 at Newington. ey-local EOC

-3.
V Pertinent local conditions include:-

Conditions of road and evacuation routes considering:
"

p a.
|

(1) Seasonal travel tapediments

(2) Status of road repairs3. +

(3)
Surface conditions due to weather'

,

1
.

Vol. (A
U-36

Rev. 2 2/88
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ATTACHMENT'C (cont'd)
4
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,

- ( 41
Natural or . man-made impediments

'

!.

(S) i

Effect of traffic signalslon traffic (Iow in cirecti
. evacuation. on of-

i

'b.
Population density andidistribution

,

Evacuation' route capabilitiesc.

cd.
Inclement weather conditions that would affect

, h'

- travel tsnow, togi ;heavy rains, etc.1.

t,-

,

Local' events whic'h may present requirements for special
e. ..b

tion, traffic-control'. transportation assistance nottf:ca- I
.

f.

Status ~of schools and other special facilitics .

b ..

4

i

.i

_

..

i

I

I

'
,

.

.

6 -

|

| |

|

|

|
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mm CECANI2%NN ETm3 AND TML CDemabs

c

k-

V - Section 1 r -- == stam- ef the stata and Town __cv

0

k.

.

!1. 'Jhs

rwwdve action decision mast take into ecmsideraticrt the status' of
r

t

state ard town seargecy personnel ard resources and the timing of - the. . j
protective action announcements to the public.

'
;

2.
Of partim1=winqportance to precautionary actions for the beach areas is the . :!*

status of the State Police and local police to htqplement traffic and accessjcontrols.L

D

3.1
,

Status ccmsiderations include:
,

,,

k
Availmhility of personnelo

Time required for dilizatieno:

o. Degree to Wiich d ili Mtion has progressed - t
i

Time ruguired for implementation of anargency actions
o

Section 2 7-1 Cond1+4=w :

1.
Incal ecruittions within an affected area may constrain

l decisions and their inplanantation. rvwdve action..

|

2.
Iccal conditions should ha .W to decision mahars by local Emergency
Operations Centar (EDC) personnel through the Incident Field Offica (Ilt) at

n i

Newington.

3.
Pertinent local conditions include:

!

i
,

6.4-1 Vol. 8/Rev. 3
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L' Carditions of road and evacuation ztutas censidering: '

o
.(

Seasonal travel 4- W i m ts
-|-

L
-

'

Status of road repairs-

;

surface corditions due to weather
-

' Natural or man ende ieimts
- ,

!-' Effact of'. traffic signals en traffic flow in direction ofI
evacuatien.

.

Population density and distributieno
|

.

-

Evacuation' route r* F ilities .
o

'
.

u' !

Inclamsnt weather conditions that would affect travel (snow, fog, heavy
o

Itins, etc.)

local events Weh umy present e '4- ..J'for v i=1 notification,
o

r

traffic control, 6 .s g ation assistance ,

status of schools and other v 4=1 facilities.
o

> s

i

.6.4-2 vol. 8/Rev. 3'-
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h- UNITED STATES OF AMERICA D0g100 a
o NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

,

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD :'90 MY 30 P4 24
'

L' '

Before the Administrative Judges
OfnCE OF SECRf TARY j

Ivan W. Smith, Chairman 00CXf1 i ' . st imCr.
Dr. Richard F. Cole

#

Kenneth A. McCollom

3

R
f s- |

) .

h..
In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-443-OL i

) 50-444-OL
PC3LIC SERVICE COMPANY )
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, ET E. )

)
- (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2) ) May 29, 1990

)
.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, John Traficonte, hereby certify that on May 29, 1990, .I made

- service of the within MEMORANDUM OF INTERVENORS IN RESPONSE'TO

LICENSING. BOARD ORDER OF MAY 4, 1990.by Federal Express as indicated

' by.~(*), by hand as indicated by (**), and by first class mail to:

*Ivan W. Smith, Chairman ' *Kenneth A. McCollom
' Atomic Safety & Licensing Board 1107 W. Knapp St.
U.S.. Nuclear Regulatory Stillwater, OK 74075

Commission
'

-East' West Towers Building * Docketing.and Service
4350 East West' Highway U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
-Bethesda, MD 20814 Commission

. Washington, DC 20555
|

| *Dr. Richard F. Cole Paul McEachern, Esq.
L Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Shaines & McEachern !

U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission 25 Maplewood Avenue
' East West Towers Building P. O. Box 360 ,

L 4350 East West Highway. Portsmouth, NH 03801 I

Bethesda, MD 20814
|

.
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'
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- * Robert R. Pierce, Esq. ** Thomas G..Dignan, Jr.1/
Atomic' Safety E Licensing Board Katherine Selleck, Esq. -

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Ropes &' Gray i
East West Towers Building One International Place
4350 East West Highway Boston, MA 02110
'Bethesda, MD 20814

.

H. Joseph Flynn, Esq.. *Mitzi A.-Young, Esq.'
Assistant General Counsel Edwin J. Reis, Esq.
Office of General Counsel U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Federal Emergency Management Commission
Agency Office of the General Counsel

500 C Street, S.W. 15th Floor
,

Washington, DC 20472 11555 Rockville Pike '

Rockville, MD 20852-

Atomic Safety & Licensing Robert A. Backus, Esq.
Appeal Board Backus, Meyer & Solomon

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 116 Lowell Street
Commission P.O. Box 516

Washington, DC 20555 Manchester, NH 03106_

Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Jane Doughty -

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Seacoast Anti-Pollution League
Washington, DC 20555 5 Market Street

Portsmouth, NH- 03801
,

Charles P. Graham, Esq. : Barbara St. Andre, Esq.
Murphy-& Graham Kopelman & Paige, P.C.
33 Low Street 77-Franklin Street

'

Newburyport, MA 01950 Boston, MA 02110

Judith H. Mizner, Esq. R. Scott Hill-Whilton, Esq.
79 State Street Lagoulis, Hill-Whilton
2nd Floor & Rotondi
Newburyport, MA 01950 79 State Street

'

Newburyport, MA 01950 '

Diane Curran, Esq. Ashod N. Amirian, Esq.
Harmon, Curran, & Towsley 145 South Main Street
SuiteL430 P.O. Box 38'
' 2001 S Street, N.W. Bradford, MA 01835
Washington, DC 20008

Senator Gordon J. Humphrey Senator Gordon J. Humphrey
' U.S. Senate One Eagle Square, Suite 507
Washington, DC 20510 Concord, NH 03301

L (Attn: Tom Burack) (Attn: Herb Boynton)

'L/ Hand delivery was made on May 30, 1990 by 10:00am
'
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p
JohntP. Arnold, Attorney. General Phillip Ahrens, Esq. .i_ Office of'the' Attorney. General Assistent Attorney General

t' 25 Capitol Street Department of the Attorney
. Concord, NH 03301 General

.1Augusta, ME. 04333

-Jack Dolan' George Iverson, Director
Federal Emergency Management N.H. Office of Emergency i," Agency. Management
Region ~1 State Houso office Park South
J.W.'McCormack Post Office & 107 Pleasant Street ;

Courthouse Building, Room 442 Concord, NH 03301
'

Boston, PUL 02109

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS'
3

JAMES M. SHANNON
ATTORNEY GENERAL

1

.

'% hn Trafidonte
Assistant Attorney General
Chief, Nuclear Safety Unit
Department of the' Attorney General
One Ashburton Place
Boston, MA. 02108-1698

,

(617)-727-2200'
'

DATED: .May 29, 1990
.

1'
.
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|

|
|

|
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